MONTE VISTA CHRISTIAN SCHOOL

HOME ACCEPTABLE USE PLAN
The iPad is a powerful tool for learning, and we are excited about the possibilities for our
students. While they are on campus, we have the AUP (Acceptable Use Policy) to help guide
and protect our students.
We know you want the same at home; to that end, we recommend creating a family HAUP
(Home Acceptable Use Plan) with your child. To help in this, we are offering a framework of a
HAUP from which you can begin a discussion and customize your own plan.

DECIDE TOGETHER ON: RECOMMENDATIONS
family approved apps

AS YOU DESIGN YOUR HAUP:

times and places for iPad usage

DEMONSTRATE

general principles for online
integrity
how to be safe, balanced, and
accountable
specific expectations for social use
how to respond to harmful
content/messages

that you are not scared of the iPad –
use it with your child.
an interest in your child’s online work
and presence.
an attitude of love & caring concern for
your child’s online safety.

COMMUNICATE

how to show proper respect

a vision for what responsible/good use
of the iPad looks like.

when and how purchases can
be made

a plan for accountability & random
checks of the iPad.
if the iPad should stay in shared spaces
(not behind closed doors).
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HOME ACCEPTABLE USE PLAN
What is the point and purpose of having this HAUP?
Share at least one weakness/issue/temptation you face when it comes to using your phone or iPad?

HOURS

When may I use it?
When should I not use it?

PLACES

Where should I store it overnight?
Where else can I take it besides school?
Where may I use it?
Where should I not use it?

PEOPLE

Who can/should know my passwords?
What social media may I have at home?
When may a parent or guardian look at my iPad?
If I see bullying or other harmful/inappropriate/uncomfortable communication or images, what will I do?

MISC.

How do I purchase the apps? Does anything change if they are free?
What are some fair consequences if I break this HAUP?
What other things might we do to keep me using the iPad in responsible ways (and to avoid negative uses)?

My Parent’s/Guardian’s Signature

My Signature

